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EEP Small Group Checklist 
 

 
 Plans activity using the EEP curriculum and knowledge about the child/children 

____Can state goals for group and individual children (has goals on clipboard) 
____Teacher behavior makes the goals clear to an outside observer  

 Materials are prepared to facilitate engagement 
____Prepares materials that are likely to be engaging for the child/group 
____ Includes activity extenders as back-ups 
____ Has potential “tangible” reinforcers ready 
____ Adequate back-ups are planned and available 

 Group area is ready to receive children 
____Places chairs/positions children to maximize control.  
____Tangible reinforcers and back-ups are kept out of sight. 
____Mini icons for the NEXT group are ready.   
____Clipboard & pencil to record data are in the area. 

 Assists children in transition to group 
____Mindfully receives each child to group making sure each child places his/her mini icon  
           in the correct spot  & receives reinforcement 
____Immediately shows a potential reinforcer after placing the icon & asks child/children to 
            sit in group to receive it 
____Once child/children sit, gets language from child to receive reinforcer  

 Introduces activity 
____Gives brief, simple introduction of activity with materials in hand (may be just a phrase!) 
____Watches for and acknowledges eye contact/interest as the activity is introduced 
____Offers a choice of materials/activities contingent on eye contact/interest 

 Leads activity flexibly 
____Gets language to receive materials/engage in activities throughout 
____Reinforces engagement with playful talk at the appropriate level 
____Works on other goals once there is engagement 
____Mindfully engages with each child in the group equally   
____Routinely scans group for interest, especially when giving individual turns. 
____Makes playful comments to engaged children NOT currently receiving a turn.    
____Catches children who are interested.   
____Generally ignores children who look elsewhere and reinforces immediately when their  
            attention returns.   
____Keeps and uses data 

 Notices when children are no longer interested to minimize challenging behavior 
____Mindfully ends an activity for lack of interest and BEFORE negative behavior occurs.  
____Gets language to end an activity when possible e.g. “Oh you’re done. Say, ‘All done’”   
____Offers choices and gets language to receive a new toy/activity. 

 Provides for closure of activity 
____Acknowledges the 2-minute warning and repeats for children, matching affect.  
____Has children help with clean-up. 

 Assists children in transition to next group 
____Shows reinforcer & asks child to stand on floor icon to receive 
____Gets language to receive reinforcer after standing on icon.   
____Hands icon to each child for next group and indicates where child will go and to whom 
____Makes sure children arrive at their destination before beginning next task/group. 


